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STUDENT DATA & MASTER PROGRAMME
Save this form according the format “IDE Master Graduation Project Brief_familyname_firstname_studentnumber_dd-mm-yyyy”.  
Complete all blue parts of the form and include the approved Project Brief in your Graduation Report as Appendix 1 !

** chair dept. / section:

** mentor dept. / section:

Chair should request the IDE 
Board of Examiners for approval 
of a non-IDE mentor, including a 
motivation letter and c.v..!

!

SUPERVISORY TEAM  **
Fill in the required data for the supervisory team members. Please check the instructions on the right !

Ensure a heterogeneous team. 
In case you wish to include two 
team members from the same 
section, please explain why.

2nd mentor Second mentor only 
applies in case the 
assignment is hosted by 
an external organisation.

!

city:

organisation:

family name

student number

street & no.

phone

email

IDE master(s):

2nd non-IDE master:

individual programme: (give date of approval)

honours programme:

specialisation / annotation:

IPD DfI SPD

!

zipcode & city

initials given name

country:

This document contains the agreements made between student and supervisory team about the student’s IDE Master 
Graduation Project. This document can also include the involvement of an external organisation, however, it does not cover any 
legal employment relationship that the student and the client (might) agree upon. Next to that, this document facilitates the 
required procedural checks. In this document:

• The student defines the team, what he/she is going to do/deliver and how that will come about. 
• SSC E&SA (Shared Service Center, Education & Student Affairs) reports on the student’s registration and study progress.
• IDE’s Board of Examiners confirms if the student is allowed to start the Graduation Project.

- -

comments  
(optional)

country

USE ADOBE ACROBAT READER TO OPEN, EDIT AND SAVE THIS DOCUMENT 
Download again and reopen in case you tried other software, such as Preview (Mac) or a webbrowser.

!

Your master programme (only select the options that apply to you):
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Title of Project

Initials & Name Student number
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APPROVAL PROJECT BRIEF
To be filled in by the chair of the supervisory team.

chair date signature

CHECK STUDY PROGRESS
To be filled in by the SSC E&SA (Shared Service Center, Education & Student Affairs), after approval of the project brief by the Chair.  
The study progress will be checked for a 2nd time just before the green light meeting.

NO

List of electives obtained before the third  
semester without approval of the BoE

missing 1st year master courses are:

YES all 1st year master courses passedMaster electives no. of EC accumulated in total:
Of which, taking the conditional requirements 

into account, can be part of the exam programme

EC

EC

• Does the project fit within the (MSc)-programme of 
the student (taking into account, if described, the 
activities done next to the obligatory MSc specific 
courses)? 

• Is the level of the project challenging enough for a 
MSc IDE graduating student? 

• Is the project expected to be doable within 100 
working days/20 weeks ? 

• Does the composition of the supervisory team 
comply with the regulations and fit the assignment ?

FORMAL APPROVAL GRADUATION PROJECT
To be filled in by the Board of Examiners of IDE TU Delft. Please check the supervisory team and study the parts of the brief marked **.  
Next, please assess, (dis)approve and sign this Project Brief, by using the criteria below.

comments

Content: APPROVED NOT APPROVED

Procedure: APPROVED NOT APPROVED

- -

name date signature- -

name date signature- -



Personal Project Brief - IDE Master GraduationPersonal Project Brief - IDE Master Graduation

Title of Project

Initials & Name Student number
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Please state the title of your graduation project (above) and the start date and end date (below). Keep the title compact and simple.  
Do not use abbreviations. The remainder of this document allows you to define and clarify your graduation project. 

project title

INTRODUCTION **
Please describe, the context of your project, and address the main stakeholders (interests) within this context in a concise yet 
complete manner. Who are involved, what do they value and how do they currently operate within the given context? What are the 
main opportunities and limitations you are currently aware of (cultural- and social norms, resources (time, money,...), technology, ...). 

space available for images / figures on next page

start date - - end date- -
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introduction (continued): space for images

image / figure 2:

image / figure 1:
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PROBLEM DEFINITION  **
Limit and define the scope and solution space of your project to one that is manageable within one Master Graduation Project of 30 
EC (= 20 full time weeks or 100 working days) and clearly indicate what issue(s) should be addressed in this project.

ASSIGNMENT **
State in 2 or 3 sentences what you are going to research, design, create and / or generate, that will solve (part of) the issue(s) pointed 
out in “problem definition”. Then illustrate this assignment by indicating what kind of solution you expect and / or aim to deliver, for 
instance: a product, a product-service combination, a strategy illustrated through product or product-service combination ideas, ... . In 
case of a Specialisation and/or Annotation, make sure the assignment reflects this/these.
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PLANNING AND APPROACH **
Include a Gantt Chart (replace the example below - more examples can be found in Manual 2) that shows the different phases of your 
project, deliverables you have in mind, meetings, and how you plan to spend your time. Please note that all activities should fit within 
the given net time of 30 EC = 20 full time weeks or 100 working days, and your planning should include a kick-off meeting, mid-term 
meeting, green light meeting and graduation ceremony. Illustrate your Gantt Chart by, for instance, explaining your approach, and 
please indicate periods of part-time activities and/or periods of not spending time on your graduation project, if any, for instance 
because of holidays or parallel activities. 

start date - - end date- -
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MOTIVATION AND PERSONAL AMBITIONS
Explain why you set up this project, what competences you want to prove and learn. For example: acquired competences from your 
MSc programme, the elective semester, extra-curricular activities (etc.) and point out the competences you have yet developed. 
Optionally, describe which personal learning ambitions you explicitly want to address in this project, on top of the learning objectives 
of the Graduation Project, such as: in depth knowledge a on specific subject, broadening your competences or experimenting with a 
specific tool and/or methodology, ... . Stick to no more than five ambitions.

FINAL COMMENTS
In case your project brief needs final comments, please add any information you think is relevant. 
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	Project Introduction: Board games are part of our history. Games like chess and GO date back to the eighth century(Shenk, 2011).  The board game market has been steadily growing since 2002 (Euromonitor, 2018) and is recently exploding. The expectations are that during 2020-2024 the market's growth will increase to 6.64% (Technavio, 2020). This means that board game companies have the opportunity to grow. What drives the board game market growth? A quote from  Zachary Horton answers this question: "The interest in board games is a retaliation against the ubiquity of digital media. People are looking for more engaged and social activities as they become more isolated by technology" (Pittsburgh, 2020). With Covid and social distancing, it can only become more critical for people to have these social moments. To understand which games are more interactive on a social aspect, we first need to divide board games into categories. It is possible to divide board games into five categories: Strategy & war games, educational games, fantasy games, sports games, and others. Strategy and war games show the most significant growth (Wood, 2018). One reason for this growth is the higher social activity in these games because there is a need to trade and discuss with the other players.In the last century, society and board games have become increasingly more complex. Monopoly, a well-known game, had its origin in 1902. Comparing Monopoly with a game from the last decade, such as War of the Ring (2012), shows this trend. Monopoly has a small rulebook of six pages and is simple to explain. However, War of the Ring has a manual with 46 pages (Meglioi, 2012). War of the ring may be one of the bigger games currently on the market, but it is not the only one. Games such as Gloomhaven (2017), Terraforming Mars (2016), and Twilight Imperium (2017) are relatively complex as well.  The market is targeting a different type of players based on the characteristics of the players. The more complex games are played by the "experienced gamers" while, the more casual players play the less complex games.  This can also explain why these more complex games score high on Boardgamegeek ( a community platform to rate games). It would be interesting to look further into the complexity of board games to find out if the board games for all groups are becoming more complex or if the group of "hardcore gamers is expanding or not. I want to find out the relation between the type of player and the kind of game they play.With this growing market, there are many opportunities for new companies. A small company that wants to profit from the growth in demand for board games is Jolly Dutch.Jolly Dutch is a small Dutch scale-up that produces board games. They currently have four different types of board games in their product portfolio ( Figure 1). They have games for the "experienced gamer" but also for the "casual party gamer". This makes it challenging to understand which target group they are focussing on. Brand recognition has a positive influence on a companies performance (Koh, 2009) and is also missing here. Jolly Dutch is trying to improve this by releasing one complex game a year with the same theme, a Dutch historically accurate game.  This kind of stability can be essential for a starting company, especially as it tries to reach a growing business's success phase (Lewis, 1983). This also directs Jolly Dutch more into the direction of "experienced gamers".Sources can be found under motivation and personal ambition.
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	Project Problem: Jolly Dutch is a small company that has the aspiration to grow. However, they do not have a clear strategy to reach this goal. They currently have four different board games for different target groups. They have the ambition to make dutch historically accurate games. Could it be the right strategy for growth? that is uncertain. With the concept of this board game, I want to find out the answers to the following question:How can you create the best strategy for Jolly Dutch?Sub questions to help me find this out are:1. How is it possible to create a game concept that exemplifies a company strategy?2. What is the best strategic fit in the market?3. How much potential is there for upcoming companies in a growing industry like the board game industry?4. Which target group should Jolly Dutch focus on?
	Project Assignment in 3: I will research the current board game market and do a company analysis through literature and interviews. I will also research Jolly Dutch. With the results, I will create a product portfolio strategy for Jolly Dutch to grow and improve its position in the market. To exemplify this strategy, I will develop a game concept.
	Project Assignment Elaboration: For this project, I aim to deliver a product portfolio strategy for Jolly Dutch. This strategy will include future predictions of the market and the decisions that should be made to adapt to this. To communicate this strategy, I will create a board game concept that will show the direction that I believe Jolly Dutch should go in. Jolly Dutch will find the right direction, for their company, with a solid strategy.Finally, I will write a detailed report on my findings, decisions, and explorations during this project. This report will include a precise explanation of a board game concept that exemplifies Jolly Dutch's strategy.
	Planning Gantt: 
	Planning Elaboration: The project will follow the product innovation process from Buijs (Daalhuizen, 2014, p.23). This model also ensures a good cycle of product development that will keep Jolly Dutch able to react to competitors. I chose this specific process because it hits all the points I need from a process. It looks at the company's and product's strategic side, while it also helps structure with creating a product. A lot of the other methods lacked this directionI will not fully use the product innovation cycle to structure my project as some parts of the process do not fit this project. There are four parts I will be using from the Product innovation process. 1. Strategic product position, to find out the current position of the products of Jolly Dutch.2. Strategic situation of the company, with an internal and external analysis.3. Generate product ideas. I will use this for the board game concept.4. Product design. It will be used to design the product concept. I may not do this entirely, as the board game will only be a concept. The design brief and product launch are less critical, as the company already expressed that they do not need this. To find out additional methods suited for smaller companies, I will contact Frido Smulders. Frido is an expert on the growth of small companies and brings insightful methods to this project.
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	Project Motivation: My ambition is with board games. I have played many board games, and I even managed to do some projects with board games. I have made my Bachelor End Project into a board game for small children, and for my minor, I made a business-related board game. I also participated in the balancing and tweaking of the Escape Room. This is a board game from Identity Games. This is why this project will be conducted with a board game company. One of the many things that intrigue me about board games is game mechanics. While playing board games, I often tweak this. Usually, this starts with some rules being too strict or just too loose. The solution would usually be to create our own rules, and with this, balance the game a bit more. I have also thought about possible expansions for games, usually personalizing certain games to make it more fun to play it with the same people. These are also parts I want to explore more with this project so that I will be able to make these ideas a reality. My first personal learning goal is thus to learn how game mechanics work. I want to find out what it takes to make an actual game balanced and how to give it that fresh feel that so many board games give me after playing them for the twentieth time. To reach this goal, I want to read some material available on this topic, such as The Fundamentals of game design. Secondly, I want to find out how certain factors influence the board game market. Creating a solid game is one thing, but also bringing it to the right people is another. I want to learn how this can be done effectively so that your board game can reach its potential. Lastly, I want to find out if the board game industry is something for me. I, as a person, have always struggled with finding real enthusiasm for work and school. I have particular things I love, and these usually do not collide with work and school. One of my biggest hobbies, however, is board games. Thus I want to find out if this direction is a potentially promising future for me. Can I see myself doing this for a more extended period of time, or is this something to do once?1. Shenk, D. (2011). Immortal Game: A History of Chess. Souvenir Press.2. Euromonitor Communications. (2018, 27 March). Games and Puzzles Surpass Construction as Fastest Growing Toy Category Globally in 2016. Market Research Blog. https://blog.euromonitor.com/games-and-puzzles-surpass-construction-as-fastest-growing-toy-category-globally-in-2016/3. Technavio. (2020, februari). Board Games Market by Product, Distribution Channel, and Geography - Forecast and Analysis 2020-2024. https://www.technavio.com/report/board-games-market-industry-analysis4. Lewis, V. L., & Churchill, N. C. (1983). The five stages of small business growth. Harvard business review, 61(3), 30-50.5. Wood, L. (2018, 7 augustus). $12 Billion Board Games Market - Global Outlook and Forecast 2018-2023. GlobeNewswire News Room. https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2018/08/07/1548201/0/en/12-Billion-Bo6. Di Meglioi, R., Maggi, M., & Nepitello, F. (2012). War of the ring (Second edition). Ares Games SRL.7. Koh, Y., Lee, S., & Boo, S. (2009). Impact of brand recognition and brand reputation on firm performance: US-based multinational restaurant companies’ perspective. International Journal of Hospitality Management, 28(4), 620-630.8.  University of Pittsburgh. (2020, 10 april). The Rise of Board Games in Today’s Tech-Dominated Culture. Pittwire. https://www.pittwire.pitt.edu/news/rise-board-games-today-s-tech-dominated-culture9. Daalhuizen, J., van Boeijen, A., Zijlstra, J., & van der Schoor, R. (2014). Delft Design Guide (2nd edition). BIS Publishers.[1]: [Current collection of Jolly Dutch games]. (z.d.). https://www.jollydutch.com/nl/
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